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l. IHTlODOCTION 

For many productive activities it is very difficult to define & relevant output 

measure - and often practicaJly impaJSible to implement it, once defined. In 

particular, this is the ca8e regarding the rapidly expanding service sector. Most 

services have several quality and quantity dimensions, sorne of which are largely 

unobserva.ble. For instance, health care not only results in actual cha.nges of 

patients' health sta.tus. It also helps prevent future, potential illnesses. Obviously, 

to quantify the lat ter effect is an almost hopeless task. 

The most severe output mea.surement problems are probably encountered in the 

public sector. In the national a.ccounts systern, this has lead to the convention that 

the value of a public service is set equal to the value of the resources used to 

produce it. Volurne rneasures are obtained by weighing the inputs by constant, 

rat her than current, prices. Accordingly, thevolume of a particular service, q say. 

in yea.r t is defined as 

where Xi is the amount used of input i, valued at constant prices. 1 This accounting 

practice implies severaI strong assumptions about the productive performance of the 

public sector, sorne of which do not seem to have been generally recognized. 

First, it irnplies that the growth in total factor productivity, defined as the 

difference between the growth in real output and the growth of the cost share 

weighted inputs according to, e.g., Jorgenson and Griliches (1967) will always be 

equal to zero. Apart from almost certainly yielding an incorrect measure of the 

productivity development in the public sector itself, this will also bias calculations 

of aggregat e growth (e.g. GDP), as SOOD as the size of the public sector changes. 

Secondly, it means that the production in the public sector is assumed to be 

1 In sorne countries, e.g. the U.S., only labor input is considere<l. 
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efficient in the sense tbat there is no 81ack in the utiliza.tion of the varions facton of 

production - if 8uch slack were to exist it would be po68ible to reduce the usage of 

80me of the inputs without redudng output but, according to the choeen method of 

measurement, any such reduction would docrease the level of output. This is in 

con trast not only with widely held beliefs but &lso with theoretical considerations 

predicting lower efficiency in the public than in the private sector. 

Thlrdly, it can rea.dily be seen tha.t l. proportionate increa.se in all inputs will 

increase q by the same proportion, implying that constant retu.rns to s<:&le are 

assumed. In view of the fact that diminishing average costs, i.e. increa.sing returns, 

is an important motivation for public production, this is somewhat unfortunate. 

Finally, the additive formulation a.mounts to assuming that all inputs are perfect 

substitutes. However, given this technological propert y a cost-minimizing producer 

would of course only use the cheapest input. Hence, it must be implicitly assumed 

that public producers ignore the effects of relative prices on total costs. Although 

this seems to agree quite weIl with common opinion it would be preferable to regard 

it as an hypothesis to be tested rather than as a mainiained hypothesis. 

In this theoretical paper we show that given (time series) input data, three of 

these four issues, namely productivity growth, efficiency in production, and sensi

tivity to changes in relative input prices, are amenable to econometric analysis even 

in the absence of output mea.sures. There is thus no need to arbitrarily determine 

them a priori. Moreover, although we cannot explicitly study properties concer

ning returns to scale, our approach &1lows for the possibility of variable returns. 

Our results are completely general in the sense that they can be applied to any 

production activity, Le. not only to those in the public sector. Within the private 

sector, the production of banking services is an example of an interesting object of 

study. In the national accounts, value measures of the output in the banking sector 

are obtained by adding the bank'g service charges and the net proceeds from their 

lending operations. To construct volume measures of output, various ad hoc 
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assumptions &re made. In the Swedish national &ccounts, e.I., it is usumed that 

the banlång indUJtry every year experiences & 2% increue in &Vetage !&bor 

productivity.2 Similar procedures &re employed in other rountries, too. Our 

approach makes it possible to investigate the empirical vali di t Y of such usumptions. 

In rontrast to the method that we are going to propose, analyse.s of production 

activities for which there are no reliable output measures traditionally have 

employed proxy variables, intended to mirror the unknown output. Attempts have 

aJ.so been ma.de to take several dimensions of output inta account simultaneously, 

either by aggregating severa.l proxies into an output indica.tor index or by modeling 

production as multiple-output processes.3 Still, studies of this kind can always be 

criticized for failing to a.ccount for such basica.lly unobservable output dimensions as 

the one exemplified in the flrst paragraph above. Since, by their very nature, such 

chara.cteristics ca.nnot be explicitly incorporated inta the analysis the only way to 

escape this criticism is to flnd some method of avoiding the mea.surement of output 

altogether, as we do in this paper. To our knowledge, the only previous attempt in 

this vein is Hulten's (1984) study of productivity cbanges in the public sector. 

Inspired by housebold production theory, Hulten models the wbole economy as a 

IIhousehold", maximizing a utility function in an aggregate private sector good , 

directly available for consumption, and an aggregate public sector commodity, 

which is produced by the community for interna.l ronsumption." The production 

process yielding the public sector commodity is assumed to exhibit constant returns 

to scale. Productivity changes are further presumed to be Hicks-neutra.l and are 

2 As far as we know, no empirical support exists for the panicular choke of 2%. It 
is interesting to nate that in an attempt to mea.sure average labor productivity in 
American banks over the period 1927-1979, Rhoades and White (1984) could not 
find any indica.tion of growth in average labor productivity since the mid 1950's. 

3 Concerning examples from the public sector and the banking industry, an 
extensive bibliography is ava.ilable from the authors on request. 

4 Household production theory is of interest in this rontext as it makes it possible to 
analyze a. household's interna.l production of non-market commodities, although the 
commodities produced generally are unmeasurea.ble, just like the output of the 
public 8eCtor. 
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modeled by means of an exponential time trend. Duality theory can then be used to 

express the price of the public sector commodity in terms of the prices of the factors 

of production and a time index. Hulten shows that this result in tum makes the 

ratio of the "household" budget shares for the private and public sector outputs a 

function of the price of the private sector good, the factor prices and the time index. 

By means of this equation the rate of public sector productivity growth can be 

estimated without an explicit measure of the public sector output. 

In addition to the lather restrictive assumptions about the production technology 

a serious problem with Hulten's approach is the maintained, and therefore untest

able, hypothesis that the householdjcommunity analogue is indeed valid, which is 

far from obvious. Our method is ba.sed only on standard neoclassical production 

theory and, hence, can be applied to the public sector witbout any sucb assumption. 

Moreover, in contrast to Hulten, we do not have to presume the avai labili t y of any 

other inforrr!&tion tban input data for the particular production process studied. 

Given only input data, production or profit functions are infea.sible as instru

ments of analysis, sinee in studies ba.sed on these the level of output is endogenously 

determined. This leaves a eost function analysis, in which the output level is 

treated as predetermined, as the only possibly practical alternative.5 

Output predeterminacy alone will not make it possible to analyze the production 

process by mea.ns of input data only. Both the cost function and the input demands 

whieh can be derlved from it will always be dependent upon the level of output. 

However, if the production technology is homothetic, i.e if the proportions in which 

the fa.ctors of production are employed are unaffected by the sca1e of operation, then 

the shares of the various inputs in total rost will be independent of the output level. 

5 The trea.tment of output as a predetermined variable does not necessarily imply 
that the output dedsion is taken by someone else than the producer . It can be 
justified even if the output level is set by the producer himself, provided that the 
problem of minimizing unit costs can be separat ed from the problem of choosing the 
level of output sa as to maximize profits (or, in the context of public production, 
same net benefits or welfare criterion). In fact, this independence condition is 
fulfilled by the homothetic technologies that we will consider in this paper. 
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The input oost sha.res will thus be the endogeoous variables in our &lW.yais. 

The propert y that the input oost sha.res of a homothetic techoology are invariant 

to the level of output has long been recognized in the econometrics litera.ture. The 

ment to which these rost shares can yield information about the production process 

has not been thoroughly investigated, however. We per:form such an investigation, 

based on a homothetic oost function formulated in general terms. 

The paper unfolds as follows. In Section 2, some rather well known implications 

of hOl1lOtheticity are briefly stated, e.g. that it allows price and substitution 

elasticities to be estimated by mea.ns of input data only. Estimation of the effects of 

non-neutral technical change on input requi rement s , total rosts, and on total factor 

productivity is taken up in Section 3. In Section 4 we consider the fact that the 

theoretical derivation of the input rost shares assumes that production costs are 

minimized. We demonstrate how the dual representation can be generalized to 

allow for the existence of technical inefficiency (overutilization of inputs) and 

allocative inefficiency (inoptimal factor proportions), implying higher than 

minimum costs. Moreover , we show how that the thus generalized system of cost 

shares can be used to estimate the incfeases in total rosts brought about by the 

i nefficiencies , as weil as their effects on input utilization. As far as we know, the 

fact that this is possible even when there are no data on output has not been 

demonstrated ea.rlier. Formulas for comparing price and substitution elasticities, 

and the estimated effects of technical change, when there are inefficiencies in 

production with the corresponding measures under cost minimization are alsa given. 

Section 5 contains a brief summary of our findings. 

" 

2. SOIE tlPLICATIONS OF HOIOTHETICITY 

now we assume that .... \T, .......... !""" .... ,,, .. is the quanti ties used 
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of the different factors of production and their respective prices, but that .there are 

00 data on output. To simplify the dilCUSlion, we will in this seåion disregard 

technical change and the po8sibility of inefficiencies in production. We will come 

back to these issue8 in Sections 3 and 4. For the time being we thus a.ssume a static 

technology and cost-minimizing producera. 

Let the minimum cost function be C = C(y,p), where y is the unknown output 

(y> O) and p denotes the vector of (strictly positive) input prices, p = (Pl'··"Pn)·6 

The cost function must fulfill certain regu1arity conditions which, e.g., can. be 

formmMed as in Diewert (1971, pp. 489-90). To be regular, C(y,p) should be non

decrea.sing in both y and p, and be linearly homogeneous and conca.ve in p. If these 

conditions are all satisfied, the cost function will describe all economically relevant 

aspects of the production technology. In addition, it will be assumed here that 

C(y,p) is twice differentiable with respect to each of its arguments. 

The producer'g input demands can be derived by means of Shephart! s lemma, 

according to which: 

(l) Xj = Xj(y,p) :: aCfl;:p) , i = I, ... ,n. 
1 

Since the cost function is linea.rly homogeneous in p, it further holds - by Euler s 

theorem - that: 

(2) n n ~C 
~ p,,' x,,(y,p) = ~ Pk' m, = C(y,p) . 

k=l k=I"1I: 

In a.ccordance with (1) and (2), the input cost shares can be written 

6 As pointed out to us by Rolf Flre, the results in the following are valid not only 
for single output technologies, but for multiple output technologies as weIl. In 
principle, the scalar y can thus be repla.ced by an m vector y = (Yt, ... ,y.) of 
output.s. 
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Pi' xdy,p) 
51=-----,. 

C(y,p) 
j = 1, __ .,lJ -

In contrast to the input demands, the cost shares may be independent of the level 

of output, y. This will be the ca.se if the rost function is multiplica.tively separa.ble 

in y and p. Shephard (1953, pp. 45-47) has shown that the rost function has this 

propert y if, and only if, the production technology is Iwmothetic, implying that 

(4) C(y,p) = l(y)- g(p) , 

where l is a monotonica.lly increasing function of y. By means of restrictions on f(y) 

the homothetic technology can be specialized into a homogeneous technology. In 

particular, linear homogeneity , Le. constant returns to scale, requires that l be 

equal to the identity function. It can be shown that given an appropriate definition 

of f(y), the funetion g(p) equa.ls the eost of producing one uDit of output, Le. C(l,p). 

It is the function g(p) that we will be interested in. However, separate identifi

cation of f\y) and g(p) requires some kind of normalizing restriction - without such 

a restriction (4) can always be alternatively expressed as C(y,p) = l(y).g(p) where 

l(y) = k·f(y), g(p) = k-t'g(p), and k is an arbitrarily chosen constant.1 

Given (4) the system of input cost shares becomes 

(5) 
11 .~ 

g(p) 
i = l, ... ,n. 

7 In applied work, where the elements of the vector p are of ten price indices rather 
than (absolute) price leveIs, it is converuent to impose the normalizing restriction 
that g( l) = 1. This condition is most ea.siIy interpreted in the rontext of a 
producer employing a constant returns technology in a competitive environment. 
Under such circumstances g(p) will be equal to the price of output and the 
oonstraint .dl) = 1 merely ensures that the ba.se-yea.r for the output price index 
will be equa.l 'to that of the input price indices. The constraint also has a. natural 
interpretation in a more general context; it will then have the effect of ronstructing 
a unit rost index which can be consistently compared with the input price indices. 
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Specifica.tion of an explicit functional form for C, which has the properties (4) and 

(2), thus makes it possible ta estimate the system (5), and hence the function g(p), 

without having ta take the level of output inta account. This obviously solves our 

ma.in problem, i.e. that of eliminating the unknown entity y from the analysis. 

It is clea.r, however, that the system (5) cannot provide a full description of the 

production technology as it does not yield complete information about the function 

f(y).8 In contrast, the system (l) of input dema.nds contains all the information 

available in the original OO8t function, since the input demands multiplied by.the 

factor priees add up to C(y,p), as shown in (2). This difference in informational 

rontent between the two systems is explained by the fact that wherea.s the system 

(1) is of full rank (Le. n) the rank of the system (5) of eost shares is only .0-1, which 

can easily be seen by noting that both sides of (5) sum identically to one. As a 

ronsequence, one of the share equations will be dropped in the actual estimation.9 

This, in tum, implies that if the functional form ehosen for C is flexible symmetry 

has to be imposed a priori to ascertain identification of the funetion g(p). 

The information loss incurred by studying the system of input rost shares ooly 

roneerns the sea.ling properties of the technology, however. Factor substitution and 

the price reponsiveness of input demands can still be analyzed. Using the results of 

Uzawa. (1962), the Allen parti al elasticities of substitution [Allen (1959)1 can be 

expressed in terms of the input eost shares and the factor prices according to 

(6) 

C IfJ.C 
. öPi ÖPj 

ac ac 
7JPi ÖPj 

8 Given an estimate f (p) of g(p) an estimate of f(y) can be obtained by means 
of the ratio p'xlt:(p where pIX is observed total rost. The form of the funetion 
f and the value of y cannot be inferred, however, except in the special ca.se when 
there are constant. returns to scale, implying that t(y) = y. 

9 If the estimation method is that of maximum UkeUhood and the stochastie 
disturbanee terms are additively appended to the share equations (5) the estimation 
results will be invariant to the choice of the left equation, d. Banen (1969). 
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while the price ewtidties can be calculated u 

(7) 

The homotheticity assumption ca.n of course be questioned. In a static environ

ment - Le. in the absence of technica.l change - it implies that the coet-minimizing 

input mix is determined by relative input prices only, which is often 3. restrictive 

assumption. As 3. consequence, with constant relative prices the expansion path, 

describing the optimal factor proportions at succesively higher output levels, will be 

linear [d. Färe (1974)J. This may not be consistent with the of ten notOO tendency 

to increa.se the ca.pital intensity at la.rger scales of operation.lO 

Homotheticity has also been decisively rejectOO in many studies of, e.g., the 

rnanufacturing sector. However, it is easier to defend this assumption in the context 

of service production than in the production of goods. The reason is, of course, that 

services are more difficuJt to routinize, making the scope for automatizatioD more 

limited. Although this argument shouJd be used with caution the homotheticity 

assumption appears to be most applica.ble where it is most needed. Le. in service 

production where no reliable output measure; are available. In the case of govern

ment services, homotheticity may, moreover, reflect centralized decision making 

which tends to trea.t establishments of different size - e.g. schools - all alike.ll 

10 Changing the sca.le of operation generally takes some time, during which relative 
input prices may cbange, too. Thus, an observed inerea.se in the capital intensity 
during an output expansion need not necessarily be inconsistent with homotheticity. 

11 It should be notOO that there is no obvious conflict between centralized decision 
making and cost minimization. If the central decisions take the form of require
ments on the input mix, oonditioned upon 3. given set of fador prices, they may 
have precisely the effect of imposing a homothet ici t y oonstraint on the production 
possibilities facing the loca.l producers. As lon~ as the central decrees are optimally 
adjusted to changes in the relative input pnces, rosts will be minimized, albeit 
subject to a. homotheticity restriction. 
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3. TECHNICAL CHAJiGE AND TOTAL FACTOl P10DUCTIVITY 

In a.ccordance with common practice, we assUIDe that technical cbange (of a 

disembodied nature) C&Il be modeled by means of a time index, &.12 The cost 

function C&Il then be formula.ted according to 

(8) c = C(y,p,t) = l(y)'g(p,t) , 

i.e. the price function is augmented to include t as an additional argument.13 14 The 

system of equations to be estimated, i.e. the rost shares corresponding to (8), is now 

(9) 

~. Ol{(p, t) 
l ---ap;-

Si = Slp,t) = ---
g(p, t) 

i = 1, ... ,n . 

We begin by considering the effect of technica.l change on the input requirements 

and the rost shares. We will then use the connection between technical change and 

total factor productivity to investigate what conclusions can be drawn about the 

rate of total factor productivity growth. 

3.1. EJ/ects on input demands and input eost shares. By including the time 

12 For examples, see, e.g., Parks (1971), Binswanger (1974), Berndt and Khaled 
(1979), and Nadiri and Schankerman (1980). 
13 In principle, it is ronceivable that technicaJ change might also affect the scaling 
properties of the technology, in which cage one would think that the function .t(.) 
should be dependent on t, too. However, in the rontext of a homothetic tech
nology effects of technica.l ch ange on returns tosca.le are equivalent to (Hicks-) 
neutral technica.l change. Since neutral technica.l change can be - and will be -
ronsidered withln the framework of (8) there is thus no need to include t as an 
argument in the sca.ling function .t(.). 
14 In the rontext of service production, demographic and/or socio-economic variables 
are 80metimes included as arguments in th.e rost function, too; see, e.g., Hulten 
(984) and Schwab and Zampelli (1987). The inclusion of such variables will not be 
discussed in this paper, however, since from a methodologica.l point of view it is 
analogous to modeling technical change. 
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index, input demandB &re allowed to "hitt over time not oo1y in response to changes 

in relative factor prietS but also because of exogeoously determined teclmological 

developments. These developments affect the input requirements over time and, 

hence, &Iso the input cost sha.res. In the following, we will u.se the letter T to 

denote a relative time derivative. Acrordingly, the rate of cha.nge in the usage of 

factor j remlting from techn.ical change can be written 

Since in our case 

(10) 

~i(Jf,J>,t) 1 
Tx.:: ---

l åt x/Jf,p,t) 

/}&I!J] xj(Jf,p,t) = f(y) . ----;Jjij , 

i = I, ... ,D. 

i = 1, ... ,D , 

the rate of change in the demand for input Xi can be expressed in terms of on1y the 

input prices and the time index a.ccording to 

(11) T
x 

= å
2

J{(p'ttt) . [OJ{(p,tJj-1 , i = 1, ... ,D. 
i op;ö't --;rp;-

Further, it can be shown that the relative effects of technical change on the cost 

shares - te. the Binswanger (1974) mea.sures of the biases in technical change - can 

be expressed in terms of the effects on the input demands, in the following way 

(12) 
åSdJ>,t) 1 D 

T :: = T - E S T i = 1, ... ,.0. 
Sj åt SlJ>, t) Xi k=l k xk ' 

The technically induced rate of ch ange in the fth rost sha.re will thu8 be equ&I 

to the difference between the rate of change in the U".U ..... LU for the ilth and 
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the corresponding coet-weighted a.vera.ge r&&e of change in dema.nd, taken over all lJ 

inputs. This implies that in order to determine the r Si 's we must be able to 

estimate the effects of technical change on each of the n inputs. However, due to 

the linear dependence among the input aJtlt share equations, the system (9) can 

provide at most D-1 independent estimates of the input effects, Le. 

Fortunately , either the condition that the cost function be linearly homogeneous in 

the input prices, or the normalizing restriction required to separate g(p,t) from J(y) 

can be used to impose one restriction on the ,.. x.'s.lS Hence, the maximum Dumhet of 
l . 

T x.'s to be estimated coincides with the maximum number that the system of cost 
l 

shares is capa.ble of generating. 

If T S i < O technica.l change is characterized as relatively factor i-saving and if 

"'S1 > O it is said to be relatively factor i-using. We define technica.l ch ange to be 

non-neutral when it is either relatively factor i-saving or relatively factor i-using 

for at least one i = l, ... ,n, thereby indicating that it effects the relative 

development of the input cost shares over time and, hence, also the factor 

proportions Xii Xj' i f j. If, instea.d, T Xi = T x f O for all i, so that T Sj = O for 

all i, then technica.l change is defined as neutraL 16 This can only happen if the 

15 Whlch of these two alternatives that will a.pply depends on the specific functional 
form chosen for the cost function. For instance, if the translog cost function of 
Christensen, Jorgenson, and Lau (1973) is used, g(p,t) can be specified a.ccording to 

g(p,t) = g(p). exp~ n(t·lnpk)] 

where the n's are unknown parameters. As g(p) is linearly homogeneous in p 
the sum (11 + ... + 1n) must equa.1 zero to ascertain that g(p,t), too, is linearly 
homogeneous in f' If, instead, the technology is the Generalized Leontielsuggested 
by Diewert (1971 technica1 change can e.g. be modeled as 

g(p,t) = g(p) + ~k n( t· Pk) 

in which ca.se the normalizing restriction g(l,t) = g(l) = l (d. footnote 7) can be 
used to impose the same constraint, i .e. that the n 's should sum to zero. In both 
ca.ses there will be only D-l independent TJj'S to estimate. 
16 Strictly, technical change is defined as neutral if the marginal rates of technica.l 
substitution between eacli pair of inputs are not affected by it [Hicks (1932)]. 
Blackorby, Loven, and Thursby (1976) have demonstrated, however, tha.t if tlie 
technology is homothetic Hick's definition is equivalent to the one given here. 
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function &(p,t) is wealdy separable in p and t, Le. if &(.) C&tl be exp~ in 

tenns of two other functions, b and ; ay, a.ccordi~ to 

(13) g(p,t) = b[4>(p),t] . 

Using the linear homogeneity of g(p,t) in p, one can ea.sily verify that given (13) 

the system (9) degenerates to the system (5), implying that the cost shares are 

invariant to neutral tech.nical change.17 

Accordingly I to capture any effects of technica.l change it is necessary to specify 

technical change as being non-neutral. This is no drawback as far as modeling is 

concerned; neutral technical change is pmbably a very rare phenomenon. More

over, in the present oontext there is also a theoretical argument for disregarding this 

particular form of technical change: As shown by Sato (1980), the effects of neutral 

technical change and the effects of returns to scale are not independently identifiable 

when the technology is homothetic. Thus, even if we had had an output mea.sure we 

would not have been able to separate these two effects.18 

3.2. Total lactor productivity. The effects of technical change on the rate of total 

11 This proves that (13) is a sufficient condition for technical change to be neutral. 
To prove necessity, notice that neutrality requires the rig,ht hand side of (11) to be 
equaI for all i. Since we know that, in general, [8g(p,t)/8pill (8g(p,t)f8pj] this 
implies that the function g(p,t) must have the propert y that 

82$~it) = ~ . Up, t) , j = 1,u.,n, 

where e is a (non-zem) function of p and t. To have this propert y the function 
g(p,t) must, however, be weakly separable in p and t. O 

18 Sato's result has an important implication with respect to the interpretation of a 
statistical oomparison of the systems (9) and (5) - based, e.g., on a likelihood ratio 
test. Obviously, such a oomparison oould always be Cormulated as a test of the null 
hypothesis· Ho : 11There has been no technical ch ange or technical ch ange has been 
(Hicks-;)neutral." against the alternative Ha: "Technical change has been non
neutral. However, Sato's conclusion makes it possible to strengtben and simplify 
the null hypothesis to 10: 11There has not been (any kind of) technical chan~e." 
and to reformulate the alternative to la: ilTechnical change has oc.curred." smce 
from an operational point of view (Ho, Ha) and (10' 'la) are equivalent. 
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factor produttivity can be a,nalyzed by means of a general duality result derived by 

Ohta. (1974)19. Let ;(x,t) denote the production function to which the coet function 

(8) is dual. The ,"moJ rate of total f&ctor productivity can then be defined 

according to 

_ U;(x.t) l 
T", = -ar- f1(x,t)· 

What Ohta has shown is that the following dual relationship holds 

(14) 

where 

(15) T = aC(~,Plt) 1 
c - t C(y,p, t) 

and 

(16) e :: aC%p,t) ~. 
cy . C(y,p,t) 

The first factor (14), the negative of the rate of total eost diminution, is the 

dual representation of technica.l change. The second factor, the inverse of the 

elasticity of total east with respect to output, is the dual form of the rate of return 

to sea.le. Returns to scale are inereasing if t ey < 1, constant if t ey = 1, and 

decrea.sing if t ey > 1. It can be shown that for a homothetic technology t ey will 

a.lways be strictly positive, see e.g. FfJrsuod (1975), a propert y which will prove 

useful in the following. 

In the present centext (14) beoomes20 

19 Ohta's result is not limited to homothetic technologies but can be applied to non
homothetic technologies as weIl, see e.g. Berndt and Khaled (1979). Our presen
tation in the foHowing is close1y related to the one given by Berndt and Khaled. 
20 Since it can be shown that 
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(17) 

Bec.ause of the occurrence of y in the la8t factor of (19), it is obvious that, in 

general, the system (9) of input rost sh&res does not provide all the informJ.tion 

needed to ca.lculate an estimat e of the rate of total factor productivity. However, 

since we know that ec will be strictly positive the sign of (17) will be equal to the 
y 

sign of the first factor on the right hand side, Le. the dual rate of technjcal change. 

Aecordingly, the question of whether total factor produet.ivity is increa.sing or 

decrea.sing can always be answered by mea.ns of the first factor in (17), wbich can be 

obtained from the estimation of the system of cost shares. 

If, further, the technology is homogeneous then the rate of return to se ale will be 

independent of the level of y and so the last factor in (17) will be equal to a 

constant, instead of being a function of y. In that cage 

Le. the relations between the rates of total factor productivity at two points in time, 

t1 and t21 will be equal to the corresponding relation between the rates of rost 

diminution, making it possible to construct an index of total factor produetivity 

growth. In other \Vords, T t/J is determined up to a constant of proportionality. If, 

finally , the technoJogy is linearly homogeneous, i.e. characterized by constant 

retums to scale, then e
Cy 

will be equal to uni ty and the negative of T C will be 

identical with the rate of change in total factor productivity. 

The conclusions that can be drawn about productivity growth when only input 

the computation of the dual rate of technica.J change, Le. the first factor in (17), 
does not require any extra effort; the sum on the right band side of the last equaUty 
will be necessary in the caleulations of the Binswanger mea.sures (12) of the biases in 
technical change, too. 
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data are available will thus depend on how restrictive assumptions we are willing to 

make conceming return.s to scale. Thus, while the bomotheticity usumption alwayB 

allows us to determine the sign of the productivity gromh rate we need to assume 

oonstant returns to scale to be able to obwn a complete characterization of the 

growth in total factor productivity. 

4. DEVIATIONS F10K COST MINUIIZATION 

By definition, C(y,p,t) denotes the smallest total cost atta.inable in time period 

t for input vectors yielding at least the output y. If rosts are not mi ni mized, 

estimation of the system (9) may yield biased estimates of the price and substi

tution elasticities (6) and (7), and of the effects of technical change on the 

production process. These ronsiderations are of particuJar importance concerning 

public sector applicatioDS, as there are theoretical arguments for questioning rost 

rninirnization as primary objective of public prooucers. 21 

Deviations from minimum rosts - which, of oourse, must always be positive - are 

rommonly taken to arise because of inefficient producer behavior, but there may be 

other reasons as well.22 We will not try to diseriminate between different sources of 

inefficiency, however. Following the literature in this field, we will be content with 

21 For a summa.ry of these arguments, see Bymes, Grosskopf, and Hayes (1986). It 
is interesting to note, however, that the conclusion consistently reached in 
theoretical analyses, namely that privately-owned firms should be more efficient, 
and thus have lower costs than their public counterparts, has received rather weak 
support from empirieal, comparative, studies. Public enterprises are of ten found to 
be no less efficient than private firms, see, e.g., Feigenbaum and Teeples (1983) and 
Byrnes et al. (ap. cit.) for studies of water utilities, Fä.re, Grosskopf and Logan 
(1985) and Atkinson and Halvorsen (1986) on electric utilities, and Register and 
Brunin~ (1987) concerning hospital care. The last study may be critized for 
employmg a questionable output measure but that criticism does not apply to the 
public utilities analyses where output measurement is relatively stra.ightforward. 

22 Another possible cause may be the exist.enc.e of regulatory constraints, see, e.g., 
Atkinson and Halvorsen (1980, 1984, 1986). Moreover, if the exogenously given 
demand is highly variable it may be impossible to avoid some slack in offiJeak 
periods in order to be able to cape with the peaks, d. Fuss McFadden (1978). 
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merely examining in what ways the tzistt1I.ce of inefficiencies can be modeled and, 

secondly, how thår eff'ects on total costs and input dem&nds can be estim&ted. Also 

in line with the literature, we will henceforth 80metimes spea.k of the degree of 

efficiency instead of inefficiency. The degree of efficiency should be interpreted here 

as a (truneated) fractional measure such that a degree of efficiency in the open 

intervaJ ]O,l[ impli~ a certain amount of inefficiency, whereas a degree of efficiency 

equaJ to one mean.s (fully) efficient. 

We have chosen to model inefficiency parametrica.lly, which makes it possible to 

implement our results with a wide variety of flexible functionaJ forms. Two types of 

inefficiency are considered: technical i nefficiency , concerning overutilization of 

inputs, and a.llocative or price inefficiency, referring to situations where the factor 

proportions are inconsistent with rost minimization, given the relative input prices. 

Among the various concepts of input efficiency we are thus not considering scale 

inefficiency.23 The reasan is that, by construction, our approach does not permit any 

analysis of scaling properti~ as the rost sha.r~ are invariant to the sca.le of 

production. This means, however, that if production is not scale efficient this will 

not introduce any bias in the conclusions that we actually are able draw by means of 

the system of input rost sbares. It should also be noted that from the perspective of 

an individual producer , scale efficiency is not a weIl defined concept in the sense 

that it is not always consistent with rost minimization. The potential inconsistency 

arises wben the level of output is exogenous]y given to the producer and the optimal 

scaJe, y* say, Le. the sca.le for which the dual sca.le elasticity (eCy)-l is equal to 

23 For a thorough discussion of the various concepts of productive efficiency, see 
Färe, Grosskopf, and Lovell (1985). In addition to technicaJ, allocative, and sca.le 
efficiency they consider yet another input efficiency concept, na.mely that of 
(absence of) oongestion. However, congestion can only arise when the technology is 
characterized by weak disposability of inputs (WDI), implying that an increase in 
the utUization of some input(s) mar. in some ca..ses decrea.se the &mOunt of output. 
Since free disposability of inputs (FDI) - increases in input can never decrease 
output - is one of the regularity conditions which have to be fulfilled to ascertain a 
dual representation of a production technology [d., e.g., Diewert (1911)1, WDI 
technologies, and thus oongestion, are of no interest in our context. 
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uni t Y , is grea.ter than the exogeneously &iven level of output, y. In that case an 

adjustment towards scale efficiency can never decrease total OOSU, but may wel1 

increase them, since C(y,p,t) is non-decrea.sing in y; d. Section 2. In the following 

we will take the perspective of the individual firm. Thus, we will consider a 

producer which is both technically and &llocatively efficient to be overall efficient 

and identify minimum total costs with the total costs incurred in the ron text of the 

so defined overall efficiency. 

We will begin by discussing how the system (9) of coot-m.inimizing rost shares 

can be generalized to take allocative inefficiency into account, given that the 

production process is technically efficient. We then show that the resulting rost 

shares are invariant with respect to the possible existenee of radial technical 

inefficiency, the technical inefficiency counterpart to neutral technical change. 

Next, we demonstrate that it is possible to formulate a cost share system which 

captures the combined effect of both allocative and technical inefficiency - hut not 

their separate effects. We establish, however, that under weak conditions the 

information required for a decomposition of the combined effect is contained in the 

first specification, Le. the one allowing explicitly for alloca.tive and implicitly for 

radial technical inefficiency. Finally, we show how the computations of the price 

and substitution elasticities are affected by deviations from cost minimization and, 

similarly, how the various measures of t.echnica1 change should be ca.1culated. 

4.1. Allocative inefficiency. As is weIl known, the first order conditions for cost 

minimization require tbat the inputs be cbosen such that the ratio of their marginal 

productivity valnes, or shadow prices, be equal to the ratio of their (a.ctual) prices. 

Since the marginal rates of technical substitution are equal to the corresponding 

ratios of marginal productivity values, this requirernent can equivalently be 

expressed as requiring equality between 
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and 

for all j f i, where, as hetore, Vi...) deootes the production function to which the 

cost function C(·) is dual, 8t/J(i,t) / &xi denot.es the partial derivative of " with 

respect to xi' evaluated at the (hypothetical) point. i = (xl, ... ,xn), and wj is the 

shadow price of input i. Using w n and Pn to normalize, the production process 

can be defined as alloca.tively efficient if Wj/wn = Pi/Pn for i = 1, ... ,.o-l. 

A simple, yet quite powerful, specification by means of which deviations from 

allocative efficiency can studied is the following one, originally proposed by Lau 

and Yotopoulos (1971) and introduced in a dual, time series context by Toda (1976, 

1977).24 The shadow prices are assumed to be proportional to the factor prices 

a.ctually observed, the Pils, according to 

(18) i = 1, ... ,D , 

where Aj is an (unknown) input-specific proportionality constant.2S 

In this section, we are assuming that the production process is technicaIly 

efficient. Thus, the realized cost shares - as opposed to the cost minimizing shares -

can be derived as follows. First, notice tha.t if the producer is technica11y efficient 

his/her choice of input levels can be regarded as the result of minimizing total 

shadow costs, E n w"x" , with respect to the x,,'s. Using (8) and (18), the 
k=1 

minimum total shadow costs can be expressed in terms of the a.ctually observed 

prices as 

24 Toda considered only the two input ca.se. The generalization to the D input case 
which we use in the following is due to Atkinson and Halvorsen (1980, 1984). 

25 It is of course possible to conceive of other ways than (18) to model deviations 
from aUocative efficiency. An additive formwation of the type 'Wi = Pi + Di , 
where Di is an unknown parameter, can be round in Eakin and Kniesner (1988). 
The specification (18) however, by far, the one most commonly used. 
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(19) c = C(y,Ac!p,t) = I(y) • ,(~p,t) , 

where A.J denotes an n le n diagonal matrix with u:th element equal to Åi' It is 

easily established that C (y,ÅdP,t) fulfills the regularity conditions cited in Section 

2 when the input price vector is taken to be Jr = A.Jp and, thus, that for this price 

vector it is a proper dual representation of some underlying production technology. 

Applica.tion of Shephard's lemma. to (19) yields the input levets which minimize 

~ta.l shadow costs, the xi's, a.ccording to 

(20) 

Using (20), the realized total cost, e/, can be written 

(21) 

which differs from e in that the parti al derivatives are weighted by the a.ctual 

input prices, the Pk's, rather than by the shadow prices, the wk's. Concerning the 

relationship between er and e, their respective definitions imply that er ~ e. 

Equality holds only if Åk = 1 for k = 1, ... ,D, in which ca.se er = e = C. 

The system of cost shares to be estimated will thus be 

(22) j = 1, ... ,D. 

However, as C is linea.rly homogeneous in the (ÅiPl)'s, its derivat i ves , (20), must 

be homogeneous of degree zero in the same variables or, equiva.lently, in the ÅiIS. 
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Accordingly, the cost shares (22) must be bomogeneous of degree zero in the Åi's, 

too. Therefore, the absolute values of the Åj'S cannot be obta.ined from estimation 

of the system (22). This propert y is oonsistent with the faå that the fint order 

oonditions for rost minimiza.tion only concern relative prices. The following 

normaliution rule can thus be imposed without loss of generality 

(23) 

d., e.g., Atkinson and Halvorsen (1984). 

Regarding the Åi's which are to be ~timated (Le. Å1""''\0-1) the positivity 

constraints [d. (18)] constitute a potential estimation problem. To ascertain that 

the Åj 's stay positive they can be defined in terms of a transformation function, 

according to Åj :: t.Pt,JJi) where JJi is an unrestricted parameter and cp a function 

whose image is equal to the set of positive real numhers. For instance, cp might be 

an exponential function as suggested by Lau (1978). Another example is the hyper

holk transformation proposed by Mellander and Jansson (1987), which has the 

attractive propert y that it leay~ the estimation practically unaffected as long as the 

positivity constraints are not binding .. 

T~ting allocative efficiency means t~ting the hypothesis that all the '\i 's are 

equa! to unity, in which case (22) is identically equal to the system (9) of cost 

minimizing shares. Fig. l can be used to illustrate the test in the two input case. 

To be capable of illustrating both allocative and technical inefficiency the diagram 

has been drawn in the space of input/output-mefficients. Thus, all points lying on 

or to the northeast of the isoquant II' correspond to same volume of output. 

Fig. l. 

The isocost shown by a. solid line corresI>ODi(1S to factor prices actually 
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observed, Le. Pl. and 1'2. Sinre we are here assuming that the producer is 

te.chnically efficient, production mU8t be t&king place 80mewhere al~ the isoquant 

II'. The producer will minimize costs by operating at the point E. We assume, 

however, that production is actually talång place at the point M. With the input 

prices at the observed levels this point is obviously not allocatively efficient. 

However, M would have "been an allocatively efficient location if the isocost bad 

been given not by the solid but by the dotted line. The slope, el, of this latter 

isocost equals the ratio of the shadow prices since, given that production occurs at 

M, this is the relative price corresponding to cost minimization. The hypothesis to 

be tested is thus whether the slope of the hypothetical isocost, a, is significantly 

different from 1/, the slope of the actual isocost. In the two input ca.se this simply 

means testing if .Ål = 1 since, in accordance with (23), .Å2 = 1 a priori. 

Farrell (1957) has suggested a scalar measure of the degree of price efficiency. In 

terms of Fig. 1, Farrell's measure of allocative efficiency (AE) is defined as 

(24) AE= OZ . 
OM 

This ratio is equal to the relation between the costs which would have resulted at 

the efficient point, E, (corresponding to OZ) and the total costs incurred at the 

actual point of produetion, M. Thus, AE can be computed according to 

(25) 

The denominator in the last equality is equal to the denominator of the rea1ized eost 

shares (22) and, thus, can be directly obtained from the estimation of that system. 

The numerator is also easy to obtain; due to the linear homogeneity of g(AdP,t} 

and g(p,t) in AdP and respectively, it holds that 
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(26) 

where In is the identity matrix of order D. Thus, g(p,t) can be computed simply 

by setting all the Åi's in the denominator of (25) equal to one. Notice that cha.nges 

in the rela.tive input prices and in the time index will cause AE to vary over time, 

yielding estimates of the degree of allocative efficiency for each point of observation. 

From (25) it is c1eAr that once AE has been computed we can ea.sily estimate 

the relative increa.se in total costs caused by the misallocation of inputs, in spite of 

the fact that we have no measure of output. The relative increase (er - Cj/C is 

simply equal to (1 - AB) / AE. Finally, for later reference, we note that the cost-

minimizing input dem ands can be expressed in terms of the xi'S, according to 

(27) 

4.2. Allocative and technical inefficiency We now relax the assumption of 

technical efficiency. In general terms, a producer is defined as technica.lly inefficient 

if, at a given level of proouction, he/she can reduce the utilization of a.ny input and 

still produce the same amount of output. In Fig. l above, technica.l inefficiency is 

illustrated by the point B, which ca.nnot be technicaUy efficient as it is not on the 

efficient production surface II'. 

Farrell (op. cit.) hasproposed a simple measure of the degree of technical 

efficiency (TE). In terms of the diagram, it is defined as 

(28) TE: OM. 
OB 

interpretation of this measure is obtained by considering the difference 
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1 - TE which, by definition, helongs to the open interval ]0,1]. For the given level 

of output, l - TE shows the potential relative decreue in the input utilization, 

when the factor proportions are held constant, Le. when the relative reduåion is 

constrained to be the same for all inputs. Since TE is defined relative to the factor 

ray through the origin and the observed point it is a rtldUJJ measure of teclmica.l 

efficiency. Like the Farrell mea.sure of allocative efficiency (AE), TE can also be 

expressed in terms of total OO8tS. The ratio OM/OB is equal to the total costs 

associated with the technicaJ.ly efficient (but allocatively inefficient) point M, 

divided by the total costs incurred at B, the point actually observed. If we denote 

the actually observed total costs by (fl then 

(29) 
el 

TE=-
(fl 

In Farrell's original formulatioD TE was defined in the context of a. constant 

ret urns technology. However, radial measures of technical inefficiency can be 

applied to homothetic technologies, too. 

An appealing propert y of the technica.l efficiency mea.sure TE is that it does not 

affect the Farrell measure of the degree of alloca.tive efficiency, AE. This is easily 

seen in Fig. 1. Different degrees of technica.l efficiency correspond to different 

locations on the dashed ray through the origin, on or above the isoquant II'. But 

for all these point s the degree of alloca.tive efficiency is the same, namely OZIOM. 

This means that degrees of allocative and technica.l efficiency can be independently 

computed. The degree of overall efficiency (OE) is simply given by 

(30) OE = TE x AE = ~ , 
Ca 

where the last equality follows from (25) and (29). 
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Unfortunate1y, it. is not po8sible to estimate TE diredly by meana of t.he system 

of cost shares. The leason is that the radial specifica.tion of teclmical inefficiency is 

input neutral a.nd, hence, like neutral technicaJ cha.nge, has no effect. on the input 

rost shares. This is easy to show fonnally, as follows. Let x~ denote the a.ctuaJly 

observed usage of input i. We may then define x? in terms of the technically 

efficient (but alloca.tively inefficient) input demands given by (20). In order to be 

ronsistent with (28) the definition must have the following form 

(31) ( ~ 0, i = 1, ... ,D. 

where ( represents the common degree of overutilization, implying that 

(32) TE = (l + (tl
. 

However, in analogy with (21), the total costs rorresponding to (31) are 

(33) 

Together with (31), (33) implies that the a.ctual OO8t shares, defined a.ccording to 

s't :: Pi' xU cf, are equal to the rost shares prevailing in the rontext of alloca.tive 

inefficiency only, Le s't = sI for i = 1, ... ,D. It should be noticed that this result 

implies that, in addition to allocative ineffidency, the system (22) also implidtly 

allows for possible radial technical inefficiency.26 

However, to be able to take technical inefficiency explidtly into account we have 

to let it affect the input usage in a rwn-radial fashion, Le. allow the degree of 

26 Since the system (9) of input cost shares is a special case of t.he system (22), this 
invariance propert y implies that in the pre3ence of radial technical inefficiency 
estimation of the system (9) is still valid, and will yield unbiased estimates, in spite 
of the fact that the assumption of OO8t minimization violated. 
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overutilization to vary among the inputs.27 To this end we will derive a system of 

input rost shares which takes the combined effects of technical and allocative 

inefficiency, Le. overall inefficiency, into a.crount and which includes the system (22) 

as a special case. 

Unfortunately, in the system of rost shares allowing for overall inefficiency it is 

not possible to separate allocative from technical inefficiency in an unambiguous 

way. The reason is that the introduction of input-specific degrees of overutilization 

removes the independence between the measures of technica.l and allocative effi

ciency, which is characteristic of the Farrell scheme, cf. Kopp (I 981 ).28 Provided, 

however, that we make the assumption that the production technology satisfies 

st1~ong free disposability of inputs (SFDI) the system allowing for overall inefficiency 

can be combined with the system (22) to yield a Farrell decomposition of the overall 

inefficiency in accordance with (25) and (29). SFDI implies that when production is 

taking place at a technically efficient point an increa.se in the utilization of some 

input(s) will always result in some, however small, increase in output. As noted by 

Kopp (op. cit.), most of the functional forms employed in econometric production 

studies satisfy SFDI. Among them are the eES and the translog; d. Färe and 

Loveli (1978) and Kopp and Diewert (1982), respectively.29 The condition of SFDI 

ascertains that a given degree of overall efficiency can always be equivalently 

decomposed into either non-radial technical ineffidency and allocative inefficiency 

or radial technical inefficiency and allocative inefficiency (although the mea.sures of 

27 Non-radial specifications of technical inefficiency have been considered by Färe 
(1975) and by Färe and Lovell (1978). 

28 This propert y does not seem to have been generally recognized in the literature. 
For instance, in the empirical applica.tion of a model allowing for both allocative 
and non-radial technical inefficiency, Lovell and Sickles (1983 J use an estimation 
method which treats these two types of inefficiency as if they were independent. 

29 Notice that the condition of SFDI is slightly more restrlctive than that of free 
disposability of inputs (FDI), which is fulfillea by all technologies which have a dual 
representation (d. footnote 23). An exa.mple of a flexible functional form which 
does not satisfy SFDI globally is the Generalized Loontief. In particular, its 
special cage the (ordinary) Leontief technology fa.Us SFDI everywhere. 
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allocative inefficiency will diffet in the two cases). 

In our context thete is &Il additional complica.tion: while a non-radial sped

fica.tion of technical inefficiency implies Ulat there are n different degrees of 

overutilization to estima.te - one for each input - the system of input OO8t sha.res 

can only provide us with n-l independent estimates, as the share system is of rank 

n-l. Due to the interdependence between the mea.sures of non-radial technical 

inefficiency a.nd allocative inefficiency we can always set the overutilization of &Il 

arbitrarily chasen input equal to zero, however. To see this, consider Fig. 2. 

Fig.2. 

The isoquant and the points B, M, a.nd E have been reproduced from Fig. 1. 

We now make the thought experiment that the producer operating at the point B 

moves to the efficient point, E. This movement, iHustrated by the solid arrow, can 

be considered as the sum of two vectors, representing movements towards technical 

and allocati ve efficiency I respecti vely. In principle, the sum can be decomposed in 

an infinite numher of ways. The vector corresponding to the adjustment towards 

technical efficiency must, however, result in a point on the boldly drawn part of the 

isoquant whose endpoints coincide with the points M' a.nd Mil. This is so because, 

by definition, tecbnical inefficiency corresponds to overntilization of inputs. The 

movement to a technically efficient point thus cannot involve an increase in the use 

of any input. Of the infinitely many admissible decompositions of the sum, two are 

shown in the figure. 

The dashed vectors illustrate the special ca.se in which the adjustment towards 

technical efficiency is radial, i.e. when (31) holds. The adjustment yielding 

technical efficiency is represented by the vector from B to M, wherea.s the other 

vector is equivalent to the movement from M to E, Le. the movement for 

allocative efficiency. Of the dotted vectors the one pointing due south, to M', 
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rorresponds to a non-radial adjustment towa.rds technical efficiency where the 

amount of X, is held ronstant while decreasil1l the use of Xl' By elimination, the 

other vector must then show the movement yielding allocative efficiency. 

Another possible alternative would be to use Mil a..c! the reference point for 

technica.l efficiency. Oue to the interdependence between non-radial technical 

inefficiency and price inefficiency it is always possible to decompose the overall 

inefficiency (Le. the solid arrow) in such away that the adjustment towards 

technica.l efficiency results in either of the points M' and Mil, corresponding to 

zero overutilization of ~ and Xl' respectively. The effect of chOO8ing Mil instea.d 

of M' is just that it yields another decomposition of overall efficiency into 

allocative and technical components. 

Obviously, if the overutHization of one of the inputs can be set equal to zero in 

the two input ca.se then, a fortiori, it must be possible to impose this constraint in 

the con text of n inputs, too. We now proceed to derive a system of input rost 

shares allowing for both aHocative inefficiency and non-ra.dial technicaJ inefficiency. 

We begin by assuming that the a.ctual input demands (31) can be equivalently 

represented acrording to 

(34) 

The last term on the right hand side (RHS) represents the excessive. usage of input 

i. _ For simplicity, the Di's are here taken to be parametrica1 constants.30 The 

excessive input usage is thus assumed to vary between the inputs and to change 

with the scaJe of operation; in the ron text of a constant retums to sca.le technology 

30 As parameters, the Di 's may not be identified for all kinds of functional forms. 
However, regarding, e.g' j the eES and translog functional forms, which we know 
satisfy SFDI, identification is always possible. 
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the (input-specific) overutillzation is proportional to the level of output.31 In 

accordance with the above discussion one of the ii 's can be set equ.al to zet'O, e.g. 

(35) 

Notice that, in general, the first term on the RHS of (34) is oot equal to Xi' 

given by (20). The ",," on the matrix ~ indicates that the ij's will a.ffect the 

estimated shadow prices and, hence, ll80 the estimated degree of allocated 

efficiency, as shown above. Qnly if all the DilS are equal to rero will the matrices 

Åd and Ao be equal. The partial derivative IJg(iJp,t)jIJ<')tjPi) may thus be either 

greater or smaller than the partial derivative 8g(~p,t)f 8().jPi) which, together 

with l(y), determines Xi' according to (20). This means that in addition to being 

non-negative the bilS must also fulfill the condition 

(36) bi > IJg(AdJ), t) _ IJg(igp,t) 

O{AjpJ ~:)\iP) 
i = 1, ... ,D, 

for all price vectors and and all values on t, in order to ensure that the inequalities 

x? ~ Xi! i = 1, ... ,D, always hold. As (35) will have the consequence that the RRS of 

the inequa.lity (36) will always be negative {or j = D (d. Figure 2) these constraints 

a.ctually are of concern only with respect to the n-l first inputs. 

The specifica.tion (34) is just one among several possible ways to a.ccount for non

neutral technica1 inefficiency. We have chosen this particular specification for two 

rea.sons: it is simple and, in contrast to related specifications used by, e.g., Lovell 

and Sickles (1983), it leads to input rost shares which are independent of y. 

Up to a constant of integration, the rost function corresponding to (34) is 

31 It should be noticed that since the overutilization is measured in the same liDits 
as the the left hand side variables in (36) technical inefficiency is not radial even if 
all the Dits are equal in magnitude. 
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(37) 

where the prime in the lut term denotes transposition. It is straightforwa.rd to 

show that for the price vector W = ~p the rost function C is ~a.r. Thus, C 

can sa.fely be considered to be the dual representation of some production technology 

and the applica.tion of Shephard's lemma. to (37), yielding (34), is justified. The 

total rosts actually observed are not given by (37), however. In acoordance with the 

definition given in (33) the total rosts actuaJ.1y observed can be expressed as 

(38) 

If all the bk'S are equal to zero (and, hence, At = Åk for k = 1, ... ,n) then (38) 

reduces to (21), the total cost realized in the context of alloca.tive inefficiency only. 

Given (34) and (38) the observed input costs shares can be written 

(39) 

p,. fJg(Ådp,t) + p.b. 
a l Jl( '\ l' P l' ) 1 l ....a Pi'Xi u 1\ 

.) i :: = ---'n~---w----- , 

(fJ E p . [Og(AdP,t) + h l 
k:l k 8(A

t
Pk) k 

i = 1, ... ,n . 

In the estimation of (39), the Ai'S should be subjected to the same constraints as 

the those imposed on the Ai's in the estimation of the system (22).32 Concerning the 

bils the non-negativity restrictions in (34) pose no problem; they can be 

implemented by mea.ns of the same method as the one employed to ensure positive 

valnes on the Aj'S and the Aj's. The inequality constraints (36) are more difficult 

to impose, however. The simplest way to proceed is probably to ignore them in a 

32 For clarity, it should be pointed ont that "estimation of (22)" is equivalent to 
"estimation of (39) subject to the constraint that ,si = O for i = l, ... ,n". We use 
the former expressIOn for the obvious reasaDs that it is shorter and simpler. 
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first round estimation. Sbould l. ,comparison with the estimates oot&ined in the 

estimatioD of (22) revea.l that any of the 6i 's violate (36) for aoDle obtervations on 

the input price vector and the time index, the lower bound for these parameters can 

be raised acoording to Di ~ 6 i + ~i where 6 i is the first round estimate and "i a 

suitably chosen positive number. It is not certain that the SE!COnd-round estima.tes 

will satisfy (36) at all observations either but the in€qualities can always be made to 

hold by repea.ting the procedure; the lower bounds of the Di 's may be increa.sed 

from zero to the highest value obtained for the partial derivative Og( Adp, t) / 8( ÅiPi) 

in the estimation of the systern (22).33 

When both the systerns (22) and (39) have been estimated a likelihood ratio test 

can be performed of the null hypothesis Ho: Di = O, i = 1, ... ,D. The test of Ho 

corresponds to a weak test of techDicalefficiency - the test is weak in the sense that 

the system under the null, Le. (22), is consistent both with technicaJ efficiency and 

radial technical inefficiency. Rejection of Ho implies, however, that the production 

process cannot be technica.ily efficient. 

At first, rejection of the hypothesis that all the bils are €qual to rero might 

seem as an implausible outcome. If the two decompositions of overall inefficiency, 

involving radja} and non-radial techDical i nefficiency, respectively, are indeed 

equivalent, then why should the latter be preferred to the former? However, this 

objection fans to recognize that the fact that there exists alternative decompositions 

of overall inefficiency which are mathematicallyequivalent does not imply that these 

alternatives are also statistically equivalent, in the sense of providing equally good 

fit to data. Rather, one would expect the more richly parameterized alternative to 

be preferred to the more parsimonious one. Hence, if the production process is 

technically inefficient, rejection of Ho should be more likely than acceptance. 

The estimated versions of the systems (22) and (39), yield an estimate of TE 

33 These possible adjustrnents of the lower bounds only concern Dt, ... ,DrH' As 
remarked above, for i = n the constraint (36) will be fulfiHed au tomaticaUy , on 
account of the restriction (35). 
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attOrding to 

(40) 

d. (29). Like the Fanell measure of the degree of alloca.tive efficiency, (25), TE 

vanes over time in response to changes in tbe relative input prires and the time 

index. Furtbermore, (32) sbows that (, tbe common degree of overutilization 

corresponding to neutral technical inefficiency, is given by 

(41) 
w 1 

( = «(~p,~p,t) = - - 1 . 
TE 

Thus, ( is not a constant but a function. determined by the input prices and the 

time index. Given the estimate of (, the input utilization in the context of only 

a.llocative i nefficiency, Le. the xi's. can be computed by dividing tbe a.ctua.lly 

observed input usage x?, i = 1, ... ,D, by (1 + (); d. (31).34 Finally, by inserting 

the so obtained estimates into (27) we obta..in estimates of tbe cost-minimizing input 

demands, too. Hence, it is possible to compare tbe input usage a.ctua.lly observed 

witb tbe cost-minimizing levels of utiUution and to rompute the minimum total 
n 

rosts, Le. C:: ~ Pkxk' in spite of tbe presumed lack of output measure. 
kal 

34 Comparison of (34) and (20) shows that, in pnnciple, the Xi can also be 
obta..ined as 

Xi = x? . [8g{Lp,t)/8(Åipi) + 6il-1 • [ag(~p,t)/8(AiPi)], j = 1, ... ,n. 

However, due to random errors this procedure may violate the condition that Xi/X? 
be equa! for a.ll i, in which case it is inconsistent with the definition of neutral 
technical inefficiency. While this method and the one advocated in the text are 
equivalent in expecta.tion, the ta.tter method has the advantage of avoiding this 
potential inconsistency problem. 
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4.3. Computo.tum 01 pnce tJnd substit.tion el4sticitiu, eu elfocts 01 tuhniCtJl 

change. To enable rompari80DS betWeeD the price and substitution elasticities 

prevailing under cost-minimization, Le. (6) and (7), and thoee romsponding to the 

input utilization actually observed, we show here how the latter el&mcit.ies should 

be computed. Likewise, we consider the effects of technica.l ch&nge oorresponding to 

the x~, i = l, ... ,n. 

We first derive the el88ticities of substitution. These should be defined in terms 
a a .. w 

of the east function from whlch the xi have been derived. As xi = lJC/8().iPi)' 

i = 1, ... ,n, this means that the eost funetion (37) should be used. In order to obtain 

a formula for the actual elasticities whieh is analogous to (6) we need the input eoot 

shares whlch are minimum for this eost function. Denoting these by Si we obtain 

(42) 

i = 1, ... ,D. To eompute the numerator of Sj we simply multiply the estirnated 

numerator of st by Xi; d. (39). And, as usual, the denominator is equal to the 

sum of the numerators. In analogy with (6), the actual elasticities, which we denote 

by (1~, can be expressed in terms of the SilS, according to 

(43) (1tJ = [s.s. + (X.p.). oSi ] ._1_. 
•• IJ JJ ... x'" 
lJ 8P'jPj) ;:)iSj 

Because of the proporti onali t y between the shadow prices and t.he input prices 

actually observed the price elasticities can be obtained as follows 

(44) 
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where the first equality is due to the chain rule and the aerond equality follows by 

analogy with (7); this analogy is justified because the {ljPj)IS are the prices for· 

which the C08t function (37) is defined. 

Conceming technical change, its effects on input utilization are given by 

(45) 

Regarding the effects on total rosts, two aspects are relevant. On the one hand, it is 

of interest to consider the influence that technical change has had on the total rosts 

act ually observed, Le. 

(46) 

On the other hand, from the producer's point of view it is relevant to compute the 

effects of technical change on the total rost function (37), as (37) is the dual 

representation of the production technology (under the false perception. that the 

input price vector is given by iV = Lp rather than p). This mea.ns that in the 

aggregation of the Ta 's the Sils should be used as weights acrording to Xi 

(47) 

Like Te [defined by (15)1 Te has a dual interpretation: - Te is the rate of 

techrucal change in the production function to which (37) is dual. No dual 
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interpretation is possible with respect to ,,~, however, since d' is not. a regu1a.r 

rost function. Finally, by analogy with (12), the rela.tive ehanges in 51 and Si 
brought about by technicaJ ehange are equal to 

res pectively . 

5. StOOU1Y AND CONCLUSIONS 

What can you learn about a production process for which no output measures are 

available? This is the question we have tried to answer with the help of duality 

theory. Our results show that the possibilities to characterize production by means 

of input data only are indeed much greater than eould be ex:pected intuitively. 

The fundamental propert y upon which we base our analysis, Le. the fact that for 

a homothetic technology the input eost shares can be completely specified without 

any information about output, was implicit aJready in Shephard (1953). The 

imponance of this result for applied production theory seems not to have been 

recognized, however, whieh is surprising considering the tremendous growth that has 

occured since then in the production of services, where the output measurement 

problems are espedally severe. It is significant that Hulten's (1984) study of 

productivity change in the public sector, which is the only previous attempt to 

characterize a. production process econometrica.lly without explicit mea.sures of the 

price or quantity of output, did not esca.pe the output measurement problem by 

considering the input rost shares. Instead, Hulten chose to regard communities as 

generalized households, thereby making it possible to apply the analytical apparatus 

of the household production model to the production of public services. 

In contrast to Hulten's frarnework, our method can be appHed to any produetion 

activity. Moreover, our analysis goes beyond Hulten'! in that it is not. limited to 

the issue of estimating productivity growth. We show that given a homothetic 
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technology, knowledge of mput prices and input cost sha.res makes it possible to 

estimate elasticities of substitution and fador demand, analyze producti vi t Y effects 

of tech.nical change, and study (deviations from) efficiency in production. Although 

the homothet ici t y 8.8Sumption might be too restrictive in the oontext of goods 

production we argue that is is more ea.sily motivated in the production of services, 

primarily beca.use of the limited possibilities to routinize services. 

Concerning the relationship bet ween technica.l change and productivity growth, 

we show that the relative effects of technica.l change on total costs always can be 

estimated but that these correspond to estimates of the dual rate of growth in total 

factor productivity (TFP) only if coDstant returns to sca.le are assumed, as in 

Hulten's study. If, instead, homogeneity of degree r f. l is assumed the rate of 

growth in TFP can be estimated up to an initial condition or bench-ma.rk value, 

while homotheticity allows only the sign of the TFP growth rates to be determined. 

We also demonstrate how possible deviations from eost minimlzation can be 

taken into account parametrica.lly. Here, we make use of the fact that for a large 

dass of technologies overall inefficiency can be decomposed either into independent 

measures of neutral technical ineffidency and al]ocative inefficiency according to 

Farrell (1957), or into two interdependent measures of non-neutral technica.l 

inefficiency and allocative inefficiency.3S Since the input east shares are invariant 

with respect to neutral technical i nefficiency, the Fanell decomposition results in a 

share system which can take allocative inefficiency explicitly into account hut which 

only allows for (neutral) technical inefficiency implicitly, making it impossible to 

quantify the lat ter . The second decomposition, on the other hand, yields a system 

of oost shares hy means of which overall inefficiency can be mea.sured hut which 

cannot separate clea.rly between technica1 and allocative inefficiency. We show, 

however, that hy estimating two share systems, one for each decomposition, Farrell 

35 The mea.sures of ou,........,..,. 
alternative decompositions. 

inefficiency will, of course, differ the two 
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measures of technie&l, &lloca.tive, and overall inefficiency can be obtained. 

Moreover, the increues in total oosts brought about by the inefficiencies CUl be 

estimated as weIl as the cost.-minimizing input demands, in spite of the presu.med 

lack of output data. 
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Fig. 1. Farrell measures of alloca.tive, technica1, and overall efficiency. 
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Fig.2. Equivalent decompositions of overall efficiency. 


